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Figure 1: A) Segmented aperture telescope with piston aberrations. B) 
Testbed: the beam is split into a pupil-plane wavefront sensing arm 
and a focal plane arm. A photonic lantern spatial array couples the 
free-space incident light, with single-mode waveguide outputs for 
downstream coupling to photonic devices. C) The incident focal plane 
field from the aberrated aperture as shown in fig. 1A. The region inside 
the black circle couples efficiently to the photonic lantern spatial array.
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Since the multiplexing of higher-order modes in a FM-MCF is naturally suited to three-dimensional wave-
guide architectures, we use ultrafast 3D laser inscription (ULI) for the multiplexer fabrication3, 22–27. We report the 
successful integration of an array of mode-selective couplers and a fan-in device into a single compact monolithic 
photonic chip28. Each individual tapered mode coupler allows for direct one-to-one mode multiplexing of the 
LP01, LP11a and LP11b modes of a given !ber core across the entire S + C + L bands.

"e integrated FM-MCF multiplexer28 represents a signi!cant advancement over previous work in which ULI 
was used to fabricate tapered mode couplers operating in the visible26, and non-tapered mode couplers operating 
within the C-band27. "e results also relate to the realization of fan-in/fan-out devices, spot-based FM-MCF 
couplers and photonic lanterns using the same fabrication approach3, 22–25. "e devices presented are also closely 
related to an all-!ber dissimilar-core photonic lantern recently fabricated for FM-MCF (3 modes × 7 cores) but 
for which only preliminary results were given29.

Importantly, the one-to-one mode mapping functionality of the devices presented here could allow for the 
compensation of di#erential mode delay (DMD) and mode-dependent loss (MDL) in coherent SDM networks. 
Alternatively, the spatial multiplexers could be used for SDM in time-division multiplexed (TDM) passive 
optical networks (PON) without the requirement for sophisticated digital signal processing (DSP) when using 
low-crosstalk FM-MCF30.

"e spatial multiplexers reported exhibit excellent mode purity and the lowest overall insertion losses of any 
few-mode multicore !ber multiplexer reported to date. Moreover, the fabrication technique o#ers scalability to 
more modes and cores and is also suited to mass-production24, 28.

Results
Adiabatic mode-selective coupling. "e integrated FM-MCF multiplexers reported in this paper28 were 
designed to simultaneously multiplex all the LP01, LP11a and LP11b modes supported in each of the cores of the 
4-core !ber31 shown in Fig. 1(f). "e FM-MCF spatial multiplexer is shown in the schematic of Fig. 1(a) and 
consists of an array of four tapered mode couplers that are positioned side-by-side28. Tapered mode couplers 
involve an adiabatic evolution of the fundamental mode in one waveguide to a higher-order mode in an adjacent 
waveguide. "ey were chosen because they are ultra-broadband in performance and exhibit high fabrication 
tolerances. "is is because, unlike standard directional mode couplers, they do not have a prescribed coupling 
length and also do not require precise phase-matching conditions to be satis!ed over a prolonged distance26, 32.

"e individual tapered mode couplers, Fig. 1(b), have three cores (i.e. 1 few-mode waveguide surrounded by 2 
single-mode waveguides with 90° angular o#set)33, 34. "e single- and few-mode waveguides are counter-tapered 
and of di#erent diameters ensuring that the propagation constant of the fundamental modes in the single-mode 
waveguides match those of the LP11 modes of the larger few-mode waveguide somewhere in the middle of the 

Figure 1. Fabricated integrated FM-MCF multiplexer. (a) "e FM-MCF multiplexer consists of 4, 3-core 
tapered mode couplers. (b) Each 3-core tapered coupler consists of an up-tapered few-mode waveguide 
(highlighted in blue) surrounded by two down-tapered single-mode waveguides (highlighted in red and 
green) with a 90 degree angular o#set to allow for multiplexing both the LP11a and LP11b modes in the few-
mode waveguide. Shown is a microscope image of one coupler’s cross-section at position x (prior to thermal 
annealing). With post-annealing of the glass the large outer index modi!cation (light grey region) is erased44. 
"e adiabatic mode evolution in such a coupler is demonstrated in (c) and the LP01, LP11a and LP11b modes of 
one of the cores imaged using an infrared camera are shown in (d). A%er the coupling region the few-mode 
waveguides (e) fan-in to interface with the (f) 3-mode, 4-core !ber allowing each individual mode to be excited 
independently.

Figure 1D: Each lantern in the 
spatial array couples to the LP 
modes as shown, giving a local 
modal decomposition of the 
incident field.
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Approach and Results:

Objectives:
Develop a photonic component design, fabrication, and test capability 
leading to instruments on the critical path to infusion in future 
astrophysics missions.
• Iterative development cycle: Inverse design, fabrication, and test
• Construction of photonics testbed facilities for end-to-end instrument 

development

Background:
Key 7x challenges enabled: 
• Focal plane wavefront sensing and control for segmented apertures
• Near-ideal small inner working angle coronagraphs
• High resolution, high throughput photonic spectrographs

Significance/Benefits to JPL and NASA:

• Photonic coronagraph concept has the potential to achieve near ideal 
performance for exoplanets very close to the host star

• Directly addresses the key science goal of the Astrophysics Decadal 
Habitable Worlds Observatory mission concept

Figure 1E. Dynamic Photonic Integrated Circuit (PIC), with 21 input and output 
waveguides, capable or sorting an arbitrary mode with all the light in that mode 
output on one channel. The PIC can be integrated into the back end of the lantern 
array in figure 1B, providing an end-to-end photonic coronagraph.


